BERRYESSA SNOW MOUNTAIN NATIONAL MONUMENT
The Berryessa Snow Mountain
area is the heart of northern
California's wild Inner Coast
Range. Once covered by ocean
waters, it is a landscape shaped
by geologic forces of staggering
power overlain with bountiful but
fragile biodiversity. Anchored in
the north by Snow Mountain's
remote forests and in the south
by scenic Berryessa Mountain,
this area stretches through
unbroken wildlands and
important wildlife corridors, a
mosaic of native grasslands,
picturesque oak woodlands, rare
wetlands, and wild chaparral.
Berryessa Snow Mountain’s Monument Designation
In 2015, President Barack Obama permanently protected 330,780 acres of federal public land
in order to preserve its prehistoric and historic legacy and maintain its diverse array of scientific
resources, ensuring that the prehistoric, historic, and scientific values remain for the benefit of
all Americans. Today, the area is important for ranching and
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and provide habitat for the Townsend's big-eared bat.
o Biodiversity: This dramatic and diverse landscape is a biological hotspot providing refuge for
rare plant and animal species and showcasing the human history of north-central California.
It is replete with wild and unique landscapes and climatic micro-regions.

o Valuable Cultural History and Native
American Sites: Native Americans have
inhabited these lands for at least the last
11,000 years. Many tribes, including the
Yuki, Nomlaki, Patwin, Pomo, Huchnom,
Wappo, and Lake Miwok, and Wintum all
played a role in the history of this region,
one of the most linguistically diverse in
California. Dense with cultural resources,
the Berryessa Snow Mountain area
contains a range of ancient settlements
from mineral collection sites, and
seasonal hunting and gathering camps in
the high country, to major villages with
subterranean, earth-covered round buildings in the lowlands. In addition to trade routes
winding through the hills and mountains, the area is rich with sites that tell the story of early
Native peoples. The Cache Creek Archeological District, designated on the National Register
of Historic Places, illustrates the area's archeological importance.
o Water Ecology: Home to the headwaters of the Eel River, and the Stony, Cache, and Putah
creeks, the Berryessa Snow Mountain National Monument’s waters are a crucial element of
this landscape and a vital link to the water supply for millions of people.
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Economic Benefits:
According to an independent study done by the city of
Winters, one of the gateway cities to the Berryessa Snow
Mountain National Monument:
o
Recreation in the Berryessa Snow Mountain region
currently supports over 600 jobs and $55.3 million in
economic benefits in local counties.
o
Higher levels of visitation would support new jobs
and increase local tax revenues between 20-30% over a five
year period.
o
The increase in annual visitation to the Berryessa
Snow Mountain National Monument – estimated at 20% to
30% – would have a cumulative impact of up to $50 million
for the local economy over five years.
Widespread Public Support:

More than 2.7 million comments poured in during the
Interior Department’s 60-day commentary period, and of
those, 98% were in support for maintaining and expanding national monument.
Tuleyome has also gathered postcards and letters from hundreds of individuals, regional
businesses, city councils, county boards of supervisors, and other elected officials in support of
the Berryessa Snow Mountain National Monument, and most recently working with our partners
was able to secure Assembly Joint Resolution 15 and a letter of support from California
Governor, Edmund G. Brown, Jr.

